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ON ! PERFECT "INTER’S D!Y, the sun glimmers off azure 
waters as the sleek Fairline Squadron 50 from Simpson Marine 
glides almost silently toward South Bay, Hong Kong’s “Riviera of the 
Orient.” Famed for such fans from bygone days as Marlon Brando 
and Ernest Hemingway, the surroundings seem timeless, a throw-
back to a gentler era where luxury met leisure at every turn.

The fifty-foot yacht from the iconic British brand 
Fairline couldn’t be a more fitting setting for a gusta-
tory institution that has also stood the test of time, 
namely, afternoon tea, especially when that tea is 
served by expert staff from The Peninsula Hong Kong.

“The Peninsula,” says Ewa Stachurska, Simpson 
Marine’s group marketing manager, “is a legendary 

property with bespoke guest services, including their famous Rolls-
Royce and helicopter experiences. So we’re delighted to be their 
exclusive yacht charter partner offering tailor-made options for 
guests who expect the very best. Our company started as a charter 
business in 1984 and today offers Asia’s largest and most 
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! yacht cruise from Simpson Marine 
and tea from The Peninsula Hong Kong 
make for a very elegant afternoon.
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diversified fleet of yachts for charter, with 
more than fifty different models.”

The recently launched partnership with 
The Peninsula also includes guest yacht char-
ters and event collaborations in addition to 
bespoke onboard catering. Simpson Marine 
guests can enjoy cuisine from any of The 
Peninsula’s restaurants, including Gaddi’s and 
Spring Moon, but our afternoon at sea was all 
about the tea.

A three-tiered stand is filled with picture-
perfect patisserie, dainty sandwiches and, of 
course, fruit scones served with clotted cream 
and jams. While tea is the obvious accompa-
niment, The Peninsula’s Deutz Champagne 
seems the perfect choice to match the deca-
dent style of our postmeridian escape.

At a time when “seacations” are all the 
rage, Simpson also offers overnight charters, a 
rare option in Hong Kong, and the partnership 
also allows guests to enjoy a dinner cruise, 
overnight accommodations on the yacht, and 
another night’s stay at The Peninsula.

The Fairline Squadron 50, designed in 
Italy by Alberto Mancini, is engineered and 
handcrafted in England. At £900,000 delivered 
to Hong Kong with all the options, the yacht 
is a testament to British craftsmanship at its 
finest, with woodwork finished in eight flaw-
less coats of varnish.

Decked in Union Jack cushions from 
British designer Timothy Oulton, it can reach 
thirty-two knots, and its range ensures that 
guests or owners can easily traverse Hong 
Kong’s 263 islands and marine parks, never 
more important than in a year when enforced 
lockdowns have meant that more people 
than ever have ventured throughout the 
city’s remarkable diversity of landscapes and 
locations. “Leisure trends have changed,” 
says Stachurska, “and people are starting to 
discover our country parks, staying overnight 
and going further. From Double Haven to Soko 
Islands, you can cover the entire territory of 
Hong Kong. Simpson Marine has enjoyed a 
very successful year, and this surge of interest 
in boating is set to continue.” 
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!t £900,000 delivered to Hong Kong "ith all the options, ġ
the yacht is a testament to British craftsmanship at its finest, ġ
"ith "ood"ork finished in eight fla"less coats of varnish. 
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